
How to Enhance Communications 
& Engagement Through

Digital Signage 

Explore the benefits signage can deliver, the issues it can resolve 

and the things that should be considered to ensure the successful 

deployment of a digital signage solution.

A deep dive into digital signage technology. 



Digital signage is the digital version of traditional signage and enables organisations to turn 

televisions and displays into digital notice boards. You will most likely have already seen 

digital signage in action – screens can commonly be found displaying information in 

doctors’ surgeries and information boards in local shops. The rise in popularity is mainly 

due to the fact that screen hardware has become extremely inexpensive, making the 

technology attainable for even the smallest of organisations. 

The technology itself has also matured; modern digital signage platforms deliver a much 

easier workflow than the  systems you may have seen or even owned previously. It is much 

easier to be creative with screen layouts, combining multiple media formats simultaneously 

within one screen design - long gone are the days of only being able to display one item at 

time. To simplify the process of updating content you can also pull data feeds into your 

signage from other platforms, such as calenders, RSS feeds and social media.  Content is 

now centrally controlled, making life much easier for those managing the system; you can 

also regulate the screens or designs that users have access to. 



How Does Digital Signage Work?How Does Digital Signage Work?

This forms the core of your digital signage deployment. It is where you will create screen layouts, set up your 

display schedules and manage content. Platforms can either be cloud based platforms or a locally installed system 

and pricing can vary depending on how these are licensed. Some platforms are charged on a per screen basis and 

others are all-inclusive. An all-inclusive licence lends itself to those who may want to expand their usage over time, 

as you will only have one off hardware costs each time you increase your provision. A cost per screen pricing model 

works well for those with one or two screens and with no future intention to expand their usage.

Digital Signage Platform 

Obviously, a key component. Display screens take the form of many devices; the most popular are standard TVs 

and professional screens built specifically for digital signage. Professional displays have built in features to assist 

with power management but, most importantly, their warranties cover extended usage for commercial applications 

e.g. some screens can be covered for 24/7 usage and others for 16/7. Standard commercial televisions generally 

have no power management and their warranties do not cover commercial use. 
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Screens and Displays

These are small computer devices that communicate with the software; they act as the host for the signage 

platform to push data and screen designs to, essentially, the processing power required to display content. Some 

screens do have these devices built in (System on Chip / SOC), however, most use a low-cost device behind each 

screen. Some signage plaforms require you to purchase their official players - this can be costly, especially as most 

organisation now require hardware refreshes every 5 - 6 years. Platforms that allow you to install client software 

on your own devices can be a lot more cost effective, enabling you to allocate more funds towards screen 

hardware.

Digital Signage Players
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Digital signage is essentially a communication tool and, whether you are promoting success, generating business or 

keeping your audience up to date, you need to catch the eye and retain people’s attention. Modern consumers 

associate screens with information; videos, animated images and scrolling information feeds that you can deliver via 

digital signage are much more eye catching and richer in information than traditional, static signage. 

Stand Out From The Crowd  

Digital signage is dynamic and can instantly be updated 

with the most recent information. You can also pull data 

feeds from other platforms, making your digital signage 

the go-to place for the latest up to date information. 

More Than Just A Poster
Rolling out digital signage brings your community 

together by displaying information from all areas of 

your organisation. The ability to let everyone 

contribute is fantastic; moderated content uploaded by 

anyone can be shared immediately throughout your 

organisation. 

Unity

Digital signage is a great vehicle for celebrating 

achievement within your organisation. There is nothing 

better than seeing your name up in lights and, seeing the 

accomplishments of others drives a positive attitude 

towards success plus a sense of unity throughout an 

organisation. 

Celebrate Success
Tradition signage requires the constant use of printed 

materials and although there are initial costs attached to 

digital signage, the ongoing costs are much less than 

paper, ink and, most importantly, people’s time. 

Save Money 

Running digital signage clearly has its own carbon 

footprint; you will need to power screens and computers, 

however advances in technology mean that a lot of these 

devices now have much lower power consumption and 

advanced power saving features. Traditional printed 

signage requires the constant use of paper materials and 

ink, and, when a message becomes out of date, it is just 

disposed of.

Reduced Environmental Impact
Digital signage systems are extremely scalable. You can 

install a screen in almost any location, enabling you to 

deliver your messages and content to stakeholders 

anywhere. Once you have a system in place you can 

easily add new screens as and when you see the need. 

Scalable



Deploying a Digital Signage SystemDeploying a Digital Signage System

Content Management

Content Management in Planet eStream Digital Signage

Content management is often overlooked within digital signage solutions. It is important to use a digital signage solution 

inclusive of a content management system as it serves two purposes; it acts as a general secure media library and every 

item in that library is available for use within the digital signage. 

Full media library to manage your digital assets – this functionality is a bonus, providing a secure place to store and 

share all of your digital content

Add your videos with ease – no need to upload videos in specific formats

Add photos, images and graphics

Integrate chosen YouTube content 

Create video playlists and photo sets - when these are updated they will dynamically update in the digital signage 

Permissions structure to control what content or screen is available to each individual user

Messages - a must have for any organisation; have multiple sets of messages, schedule messages in advance, set 

expiry dates, and even tag specific messages to repeat on certain days of the week



Screen Management

Screen Management in Planet eStream Digital Signage

The tools available for those in charge of managing the system. These are imperative to the success of your platform. 

Something too complicated or too basic will put people off and in the long term the system will either not get used or will 

have a reduced impact. 

Simple to use screen designer for creating layouts – this is essential; complicated design tools will deter content 

creators from using the system

Schedules – decide when you want content to be displayed and if nothing is scheduled automatically drop back to 

the default content that is set

Screen loops – make your signage even more dynamic; create screen loops that enable your signage to cycle 

through any number of different screen designs

Groups sets of screens into zones to make the delivery of designs and layouts across multiple screens incredibly 

simple

Global override – display emergency messages over all of your screens at the click of a button

Embed your screen designs into other platforms such as websites or VLEs; these will update just like a physical 

digital signage screen

Designing Screens in Planet eStream Digital Signage

Embed single videos or playlists

Incorporate dynamic photo slideshows

Add single images, including the support for PNG graphics with transparency 

Custom text with access to Google Font styles

Twitter feeds including texts, photos, and live tweets

Pull data feeds from other platforms including calendar information, websites and your own data feeds

Bespoke integration for iSAMS bulletins and calendar

Bespoke MLS Reading Cloud, Eclipse and Junior Librarian integrations pull book covers and tiles to display the 

book of the week, top ten books and newly added resources

Content loops – assign certain panels to automatically change between multiple content formats

IPTV – with the addition of a dedicated IPTV streaming device you can incorporate live TV into your designs

Live broadcast events across your digital signage 



A Few Frequently Asked QuestionsA Few Frequently Asked Questions

If you already have a system the likelihood is that all the hardware can be reused.

We have an old digital signage system; can we reuse our existing hardware or do we need to 
purchase new hardware?

This is common with older digital signage systems; mixing media formats and creating custom screen layouts (not using 

templates) was extremely clunky and not very user friendly. Most systems were in fact designed for a dedicated team to 

run. Planet eStream is designed for IT teams to manage from an infrastructure and technical point of view but anyone 

can be a content creator.

Our old digital signage system was really complicated and, in the end, we stopped using it.

Yes, you can have as many message boards as you like. You can also assign who can edit or add messages to each 

message board.

Can I have different messages showing on different screens?

Yes, video walls are usually set up in one of two ways. The most common setup uses professional video wall displays that 

are daisy chained to one another - this configuration requires an input into the first screen in the chain. The other 

method uses a dedicated video wall processor that splits the incoming signal and assigns sections of this to each 

connected display. Planet eStream works with either setup but we do recommend a slightly higher specification of 

signage player to support the playback of content at a much higher resolution. 

Can I use Planet eStream Digital Signage with a Video Wall?

This is a common setup and essentially shows that you have an appetite for digital signage and recognise its importance 

in informing your target audience. Slideshows are designed for presentations, not digital signage; the Planet eStream 

digital signage system will deliver so much more, enabling you to…

Be more creative with the content you show

Easily change and schedule targeted messages for different times of the day

Be agile and reactive with content

Allow others to contribute to what is shown

Start to use digital signage in other areas; you can manage many screens with ease when using a dedicated platform

Integrate with other platforms

And much more…

Why should we spend money on a digital signage system? We have screens showing a simple 
PowerPoint presentation or slide show, it is free!



Other ConsiderationsOther Considerations

When rolling out a new digital signage system it is imperative that you sit down with all of those involved and plan the 

objectives and goals. You will then be able to highlight what areas of your organisation require screens and the best 

locations to reach your audience. Screens are usually located in places with heavy footfall like corridors or places where 

people congregate such as receptions or rest areas.

Planning

Modern digital signage systems now allow you to control what content creators have available to them, essentially 

giving you the control to assigns screens and designs to them. It is commonplace that through these permissions you 

can allow departments to control and manage only their own screens, thus delegating responsibility but with a safety 

net that prevents anyone accidentally changing screens with no relevance to them. 

There are usually similar control mechanisms for message feeds; often these are updated by non-technical staff 

members via a separate console. These are then dynamically updated in the signage, thus removing any technical 

requirements. 

Content Creators

Most platforms are now hosted in the cloud; this obviously raises concerns when you are storing personal data and 

images. You can still opt for a locally hosted solution but, if contracting with a cloud-based supplier, make sure you do 

your research; ask where data is stored, check the platform is regularly penetration tested and look into the stability of 

your chosen supplier before signing on the dotted line. If a company holding your data disappears then the likelihood is 

your data will go with them. Finally, with new GDPR legislation in place, it is also imperative that you have a Data 

Processing Agreement in place with your chosen supplier and check how they will assist you in achieving your 

obligations as a Data Controller. 

Protect Your Data

If you are installing digital signage across multiple sites then it is highly recommended that you look at a solution that 

supports multi-site deployment. These solutions enable each site to manage their own content but retain an overriding 

level of management and administration from a central headquarters. 

Multi-Site Deployment

Digital signage is often used to deliver messages, news, key information and also showcase success stories. To display all 

of your information on a single screen layout would be too confusing for your audience. It is best to spread this 

information across a number of different layouts and then group these into a screen loop. This will make the information 

much easier for your audience to digest. 

Although less is more with digital signage, having just a single item on screen is not particularly engaging. A balanced 

screen design will usually contain at least three items of interest, for example, a video, an information feed and a clock. 

Designing your Screens

Any technology platform needs good levels of support. Check suppliers support levels before signing up; ask to speak to 

current users and do your due diligence. 

Make Sure You Are Supported



Planet eStream is the only video platform that unifies all of your digital media 

requirements. It has been chosen by over 2,000 educational establishments from all 

over the globe to support their core digital strategy and drive digital transformation, 

delivering significant benefits to educators, e-learning professionals, communications 

and marketing departments, librarians, learning resources teams, IT staff and, 

most importantly, students. 
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